




 

A Friends Memorial Meeting 
 

It is the custom of Friends (Quakers) to gather together to 
remember and celebrate the lives of community members who 
have passed away. 

As with other Quaker meetings for worship we gather together and 
settle into a spirt-seeking silence.  Whenever one is touched by the 
spirit, he or she may rise and share a ministry: a thought, a memory, 
sometimes a song that may be taken up by others in the group. 

Everyone is invited and encouraged to participate in this way.  At a 
memorial meeting we focus our thoughts and prayers on the 
departed and their family members and freely share our memories 
and our celebration of these lives. 

We like to pause in silence and reflection for a few moments, at 
least, between each message. 

When an appropriate time has passed a friend will rise and shake 
the hand of the nearest person to signal the end of the meeting.  
All present do likewise. 

We hope that you will stay for a while and share some 
refreshments and conversation. 

 

In Memory of  
Neil Ray Hendricks 
August 24, 1922–January 7, 2018 

 

 

A Meeting for Remembrance and  
Celebration of Neil’s Life 

Friends Meeting of Austin 
April 7, 2018  

  



Neil Ray Hendricks 
June 8, 1921—November 4, 2017 

 

Neil Hendricks was a child of the Great Depression. 
He and his brother grew up in the tiny village of 
Kiowa, Oklahoma, where their parents ran a cotton 
gin. They managed to keep the wolf from the door, 
but that hungry wolf could be heard snuffling at the 
windows. Maybe it was the boyhood experience of 
hard times that turned Neil into a lifelong ascetic, 
denying himself every luxury while generously 
donating to worthy causes. 
The Second World War found Neil stationed in 
Alaska, serving as a Navy aviation radio technician's 
mate. He came home from the War in one piece, but 
the carnage of war sickened him. If he’d had it to do 
over again, he would have gone to prison as a 
conscientious objector rather than enlist. He spent 
the rest of his life writing anti-war letters to 
newspaper editors. 

Someone found an old photograph that shows Neil’s 
gentle side. The photographer snapped him smiling 
at someone outside the frame. He’s holding his head 
cocked slightly forward, in that shy way that he had, 
and his eyes radiate warmth and benevolence. It’s 
comforting to remember him like that.  
 
(For more about Neil, go to neilhendricks.blogspot.com.) 




